
CDA Dis-Dance Learning Camp FAQs 

 

. What will the enrichment breaks consist of? 

Several 10-20 minute screen-free breaks with directed activities will be offered throughout the 

day, with students online school schedules kept in mind. At least one break each day will be 

movement based – we may learn a hip hop combo, do some stretching and conditioning, or try 

out some Zumba. Other breaks may be offered for craft projects, read alouds, mindfulness 

instruction, science demonstrations, etc. We will try out different things each week. 

 

. Where will my student study? 

Students will be spaced throughout all studios as well as the homework room and lobby to 

allow for maximum social distancing. 

 

. What do we need to pack? 

Students should bring a device for their online learning, charging cable, headphones (w/built in 

microphone preferred), an age appropriate book or two, writing utensils and school work, a 

lunch and a snack, and a bottle of water. 

 

. Is there a printer available for use? 

We do have a printer that can be used for schoolwork on occasion, however we ask that 

students try to print out what they need in advance so we can limit traffic in and out of our 

office. 

 

. Will my student need to wear a mask? 

Yes! Masks will be worn at all times except for lunch/snack breaks. As much as weather allows, 

these food breaks will be taken outside and social distancing will be maintained. 

 

. Will you be teaching my student what they need to learn for school? 

This camp is designed for students enrolled in online school. We are not school teachers. We 

will provide supervision and encouragement for your student to stay on-track and focused in 



their assigned school work as well as providing enrichment breaks. However, their teachers will 

ultimately be responsible for their academic education. 

 

. What if my student needs help with a specific homework assignment, such as a math 

problem? 

We will happily hear their question and do our best to guide them to finding an answer. 

However, we are not a replacement for their school teacher, and they will need to reach out to 

them if we are not able to answer their question.  

 

. What if my student completes all of their online schooling for the day but there’s still time 

left over? 

Your student will be encouraged to check and see if there are any further assignments they can 

work on. If there are not, and the enrichment breaks are also complete for the day, they will be 

asked to spend the remainder of the time reading a book, drawing a picture, or writing a story 

in their workspace. 

 

Please let us know if you have any more questions! 


